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NEW QUESTION: 1
You work as a project manager for BlueWell Inc. You and your
project team is undergoing the decision making process for the
project. You want to involve key participants to gain
acceptance and commitment to make the solution work. Which of
the following phases of the decision- making model defines this
process of work?
A. Problem solution generation
B. Ideas to action
C. Problem definition
D. Solution action planning
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

The various phases of the decision making process are as
follows: Problem definition: This phase explores, clarifies and
defines the problem. Problem solution generation: This phase
draws out the new idea generating process by brainstorming
multiple solutions and rejecting premature decisions. Ideas to
action: This phase defines the evaluation criteria, rate pros
and cons of alternatives and helps in selecting the best
solution. Solution action planning: This phase involves key
participants to gain acceptance and commitment to make the
solution work. Solution evaluation planning: This phase
performs the post implementation analysis, evaluations and
lessons learned. Evaluation of the outcome and process: This
phase evaluates how well the problem was solved or project
goals were achieved.

NEW QUESTION: 2
After a UE attachment procedure, which GTP-U tunnels are
established for the UE?
A. S1-U GTP-U tunnel and S5 GTP-U tunnel.
B. S1-U GTP-U tunnel and Gx GTP-U tunnel.
C. S1-MME GTP-U tunnel and S5 GTP-U tunnel.
D. No GTP-U tunnels are established.
E. S1-U GTP-U tunnel. S5 GTP-U tunnel, and Gx GTP-U tunnel.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
How can moving to Cloud Computing reduce capital expenses?
A. One needs less client computers to access the enterprise
applications in the Cloud.
B. One pays for the use of hardware, not for the value of the
hardware at the time of purchase.
C. One can reduce the number of IT staff in the datacenter.
D. One can reduce the number of applications in use within the
enterprise.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You need to implement the Views\RunLog\_CalculatePace.cshtml
partial view from Views\Runlog
\GetLog.cshtml to display the runner's average mile pace.
How should you implement the view? (To answer, drag the
appropriate code segments to the correct location or locations.
Each code segment may be used once, more than once, or not at
all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll
to view content.)
Answer:

Explanation:
Explanation
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